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Ken Jones, MBE

Ken Jones exploring Coalbrookdale
Walkers Earth Mine, 1987.             Ivor Brown

IGMT have organised a day of
lectures at the Museum on Saturday
20th April 2013 to celebrate his life
and work. There will be much on local
mining.

Contact Judy Mondon, tel: 01952
435900 for more details.

Former Member Ken Jones died on
the 2nd February 2012, aged 90. He
was born in 1921 and from 1938 to
1954 he worked on the local railways.

He then joined local government and
became fascinated in local history.
He was a keen supporter of
the IGMT and an expert on
the mines in the Dawley area
and on recording the
memories of old miners (and
others).

He was a Club member during
the 1980s and 90s, often
assisting the writer on local
mining trips. One that
intrigued him was a trip into
the “Walkers Earth” mine at
Coalbrookdale (see photo).

Pit Heap Closes Line
A large landslide from a waste heap
at Hatfield Colliery, Stainforth, South
Yorkshire has closed the railway line
between Doncaster, Scunthorpe and
Cleethorpes.

The driver of the last train to pass
along the line reported “it was a little
bumpy!”.

It is worth looking at the pictures and
video on the BBC web site to see
how bumpy it is now!!

www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-
south-yorkshire-21441070

Network Rail claim the line will be
closed for 8 weeks, but looking at the
aerial pictures of the pit heap and the
‘splits’ it may be a little longer.

Apedale Mining Gala
Apedale Heritage Centre are
arranging a Mining Gala on Saturday
15th and Sunday 16th June.

To-date representatives from the
Mines Rescue Service, Winsford Salt
Mine, North Wales Miners
Association Trust, CISWO, the
Friends of Chatterley Whitfield and
others have agreed to attend.

As well as the mining museum there
will be mine tours operated by the
volunteers at Apedale, train rides on
the Apedale Valley Railway, a funfair
and entertainment (possibly the
Florence silver band and a choir).

See the Apedale website:
www.apedale.co.uk

Blake Dolton
Sadly I have to inform members that
Blake Dolton passed away in early
February. Although not a member of
the Club, Blake was a member of the
Shropshire Mines Trust and actively
involved in open days and heritage
days at Snailbeach, where many Club
members will have met him.

Our thoughts are with Sunny and his
family at this sad time.

Kelvin

Mining Starts
Minco Plc. has been drilling
exploratory boreholes for zinc ore
bodies in the Melmerby Scar
Limestone north of Nenthead
between Rampgill Vein and Brownley
Hill Vein. The company is looking to
drill a maximum of 8 holes between
350 and 600 metres deep.

Assuming economic deposits are
discovered it will probably be about 5
years before the mine reaches the
development stage.

It is estimated that the price of zinc is
likely to rise in the next few years due
to a shortage of the metal.

and Stops . . . ?
Despite Celeste Copper Corporation
planning on spending £7.8M during
2013 on South Crofty Mine, work at
this Cornish tin mine is under threat.
This is after UNESCO, the UN World
Heritage status awarding body called
for an immediate halt to development
as they had not been properly
consulted on the re-opening of the
mine!
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News Round-Up 1
Ivor Brown

Shortwoods Colliery
The site of this mine near Lawley,
Shropshire is now being opencasted.
There have been some interesting
finds (see article on page 10).

Last Clay Mine
Shibden Farm No.2 Mine near Halifax,
Britain’s last clay mine has finally
closed. The mine produced high
grade Halifax Hard Bed Clay for
Parkinson-Spencer Refractories Ltd
(a private limited company owned
and controlled by the Parkinson
family) making a variety of products
for the glass industry.

Due to the refractoriness of the clay
(i.e. its ability to withstand high
temperature) one of it’s main uses
was for ‘Glass pots’ - for holding
molten glass for glass blowers. Two
men worked about 1 day per week
getting the clay manually, it was
pushed out in small trucks with
‘penny wheels’ on flanged rails.
Luckily I.A.Recordings managed to
record the mine and operations at the
works some years ago.

Snailbeach Mine Plan 1863
An original plan carrying the name of
H.Dennis, T.Tindale and J.R.Eddy
has been returned to the NMRS
library after 44 years! It is believed to
be from the mine office, the office
front wall and roof collapsed at about
this time (see West Shropshire
Mining Fields, pub. Tempus page 34
photograph).

A couple of items appeared about
Snailbeach in NMRS publications of
this time also. The plan is to be
transferred to Shropshire County
Record Office.

Broseley Mining “memorial”
A couple of years ago the Ironbridge
Gorge Museum Trust provided a
“large mine bucket” for use as a
memorial in the Square at Broseley
(see below). It has been described as
a sinking kibble but close inspection
shows that the top is tapered inwards
which would make it difficult to tip
rubbish out.

However, this curvature would help
to keep water in during transit which
makes it more likely to have been a
water-barrel (see sketch right).

IGMT do not know from where the
barrel came but it does not seem to
have been the original Blists Hill
water barrel as this was parallel sided
running on guides as the photos
(top-right) show it in position in the
1950s. It also shows the tray into
which the water was dropped.

The writer cannot remember whether
it was tipped into the tray or released
by lowering the barrel over the tray
such that a valve beneath was
opened by a spike. Does anyone
know how the water got into the
tray?

The Broseley “Memorial” tub in a
flower bed on the site of a well at the
junction of Church Street and
Bridgnorth Road.

Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings

Blists Hill Water Barrel and tray
c1950s.
Picture, above: W.H.Williams.
Below: Frank Turner
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The team consisted of David Adams,
David Poyner, Peter Eggleston, Steve
Holding, Mike Moore, and John
Hendy with his digger.

Once again David P continued with
his trowelling within the area of the
boiler (on the original dig site) further
investigating the coal store floor that
underlay it. The party were visited by
member Steve Dewhurst of Broseley
who had had some experience of
early mining site structures in that
area. Taking particular interest he
was conducted around the mine site
by David A. but like others before
him was unable to make comparisons
with what had been found and other
sites.

However the main purpose this time
was to continue excavations within
and around the curved brick wall
found by Peter E. towards the end of
the previous dig at the ‘pump’ site.
The wall was found to bend more

Pitchcroft Report - 16th December 2012
David Adams

sharply and at a lower level extend a
further 1.3 metres (3'6") into the root
area of a tall tree. An excavation
outside the curve of the wall revealed
nothing so further digging took place
within it and signs of brick floors
were noted at a depth of nearly a
metre.

Steve Holding and David P.
continued this dig by hand exposing
sections of brick floors at the end
near the large brick foundation
structure previously found.

Meanwhile the digger was
transferred to the other side of the
tree to search for a continuation of
the wall only to find another heavy
but smaller brick foundation
structure. This time it measured 0.9 x
1.5M (3ft by 5ft), however the sides
facing east i.e. towards the curved
wall were in exact alignment and
betokened an entrance 1.8M (6ft)
wide. To further emphasise the

existence of an entrance the lower
corner bricks on both structures
appeared to have rounded corners,
although not apparently above
suggesting a reconstruction at some
time.

David A. did a preliminary survey of
these structures and their positioning
with regard to the Water Shaft about
15 metres distant.

More brick floors were found linking
the bases of the two structures,
which will need to be investigated
further, but the area from thence
towards the shaft area appears to
have been completely robbed out.

The late J. Haseley's light metal
detector, now being looked after by
Peter E. did find several large pieces
of iron. The January dig had to be
postponed due to snow, so the first
dig of 2013 took place on Sunday
17th February.

Right: The exposed
curved wall at the
possible pumping
engine site.

In the distance is the
curved channel found in
November/December
2012, with the shaft
behind the digger on the
left.

Below, left and right:
Detail (with 1cm and
5cm scale sticks) of the
curved bricks on the
North & South pillars
(respectively) at the end
of the large curved wall.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake
- I.A.Recordings
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David Adams conducted a party from
the Wolverhampton Gobblers Club
around the site on 1st February and
Peter Claughton of N.A.M.H.O, an
expert on excavated mining remains,
on 6th February. Our work was
complimented but no suggestions as
to likely technical details were
forthcoming.

On 17th February in much improved
weather the team consisted of David
Adams, David Poyner, Peter
Eggleston, Steve Holding, Mike
Moore, Kelvin Lake, and John Hendy
with his digger.

Industrial photographer Brian Jones,
George Poyner, and Jo(?) also visited
during the day.

Pitchcroft Report - February 2013
David Adams

The main objective was to properly
survey and record the structure
found in November/December 2012,
and to conduct excavations around
the periphery of the site, now to be
called Site 3. D.A. commenced and
completed the drawing survey during
the day and also conducted Brian
Jones around the site.

A number of photographs were taken
by K.L. & B.J. The rest of the team
and the digger continued the
excavations both by machine and by
hand but no further extension of the
structures was found, however even
at up to 2.5 metres depth no natural
surface appeared, all the material
being dumped with periodic layers of
coal dust, ash, & hard or soft mortar.

On the presumption that there should
be some connection between this site
and Site 2, although earlier
excavations belied this, a new deep
trench was dug to the eastern end of
the brick lined trench, but without
result.

Although there were some metal
finds, a large and small bolt each with
nuts and washers, all heavily
corroded, plus short lengths of chain,
a long catch like piece, and some flat
cast pieces. The trench was
subsequently backfilled for safety.

A deep pit was also dug adjacent to
the southern of the two brick pillars
but again without significant result,
this was also backfilled for safety.

Left: The excavated culvert or brick
channel uncovered in 2012 on what
David Adams is now calling ‘Site 2’.

Right: View of the same culvert or
brick channel, looking towards John
Hendy and his digger backfilling the
deep excavation by the Southern
brick pillar on ‘Site 3’

Below: View South across “Site 3”
dig site. Steve Holding and Peter
Eggleston on the right, beside the
Northern pillar. David Adams, David
Poyner (in the hole), John Hendy
and Mike Moore working beyond the
Southern pillar.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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Some Notes on the Mines of the Lilleshall Company, No.13
Addendum 2: Day Level Sough and Shafts, Ivor Brown

The Day Level Sough was a tunnel
driven from the low-lying area around
Donnington in the North into the hill
around Wrockwardine Wood and St.
Georges to the South. The Sough-
mouth or “Day” was about 200ft.
above Ordnance Datum and the shaft
tops to the South were about 500ft.
aod. This meant that 300ft. of vertical
strata could be drained naturally.

For example Pudley Hill Pit (see
Below 2012.4) was at about 510ft. aod
and access to the Sough could be
reached from here at about 230ft. aod.
It would have been necessary
therefore to raise water from the
bottom of the shaft, 752 ft. below, up
to the Sough at 230ft. aod – a
distance of about 470ft. as from here
it would have run away naturally, a
saving of lift of 280ft.

However, in the case of Pudley Hill,
this was not helpful since a lot of
water was needed for surface uses.

When the pumping stopped of
course the water would rise to Sough
Level and all seams of mineral below
this would have been lost.

In the 1960s the water in the nearby
Albion Pit was found to be at rest at

about 280ft. down the shaft which
would have been the expected level
(see Figure 1 overleaf).

Not only were the earlier pits of the
Donnington and Wrockwardine
Collieries drained as the Sough was
driven from the 18th century
southwards, but as the tunnelling
continued many of the more recent
19th Century pits of the Lilleshall
Company, and of other Companies
around Old Park, could be drained by
it.

The date for the earliest adit or sough
is not known but there is a mention
of a “New Sough in the St Georges
area” in the accounts of workings at
“Greenfield, New Sough and
Wrockwardine Wood 1730-35” in the
Charlton Estate Collection (Shrops,
CRO.). The Lilleshall Co. were still
paying royalties on these mines to
the executors of Wm. Charlton in
January 1838 (IGMT). It seems
possible therefore that this was the
start of the Day Level Sough
complex, and it became a very
important feature in the area of
Donnington Wood.

It was called the Day Level Sough
because, unlike some other soughs in

the area which were wholly
underground, this one came out to
daylight at one end.

In the 1760s, when the Donnington
Wood Canal was being constructed,
John Gilbert the engineer used the
same system to gain access to the
underground reserves of the hilly
area. He constructed a sough large
enough to serve also as an
underground navigation which was
connected with other levels at
different horizons beneath the hill.
These were connected to shafts
when necessary for pumping or
access purposes.

On a plan of Donnington Wood
Colliery in 1788 there is recorded “a
tunnel . . . . to bring the water from
the engine . . . . to the sough.” There
is also a mention in a lease of 1781 of
the possibility of “the driving of a
sough drain . . . . not to be less than
2.5ft dia.” Soughs were driven over
long periods of time, extending them
or adding branches as required and
this was the situation with the Day
Level Sough.

The first positive mention however of
the Donnington Wood Day Level
Sough is found in the Lilleshall Co.
Sinking Account Book (IGMT). In
1826, Isaac Shepherd & Co., were
commissioned to “repair the Day
Level from near Richard Pickering’s
House” and then “begin to drive the
Day Level across the measures to
drain the water from near the Old
Lodge Mansion”. This old mansion
had been the home of the mineral

Figure 3: Smiths Shaft Engine House, Donnington,
1974 - believed to be near Pickerings House.

Ivor Brown

Figure 2
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Some Notes on the Mines of the Lilleshall Company, No.13
Addendum 2: Day Level Sough and Shafts, continued ...

Figure 1
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owners, the Levesons, from 1645 to
about 1764 and was demolished
about 1800 although ruins remained
in the 1970s. It was in the expanding
mining area shortly to be the centre
of the Company’s Lodge Furnace
operation established about 1824.
Many new shafts and deepened
shafts where being worked on at this
time and details of much of this work
is still available. (see Figure 1 and the
Lodge Branch).

Sough construction was carried out
in a fairly standard way, shafts were
put down first at about 150yd.
intervals and then headings were
driven between these, sometimes
from several shafts simultaneously.
The close spacing of the shafts
would permit some natural ventilation
and, of course, make access possible
to several faces at the same time. It
would be useful in controlling
flooding and also in the removal of
materials along the tunnels especially
where they were of smallish diameter.
No standard diameter was used, the
finished diameter would depend on
the strata passed through and the
purpose to which the tunnel was to
be put. All the work would be carried
out by hand and there was little
blasting done.

After excavation nearly all the
tunnels were ‘arched’ in sections
using semi-circular brick arching with
vaulting at junctions. In very hard
ground however the tunnel could be
left “in the solid” while in shallow or
soft strata completely circular brick
arching would be used.

Isaac Shepherd's ‘Day Level’ had a
contract price which included
“horsewinding and arching and Co”
and in practice the job was to work
out at about 30 shillings per yard,
both heading and sinking. The
account book shows that work
commenced on May 20th 1826 with
the repair of 156yd. of existing level
and two shafts, (the length North of
Mr. Pickering’s house on maps) and
then heading proper began on
August 12th.

The first new shaft, 43yd. depth, had

been completed by July 15th and
cost £70-13-0d. This first shaft, was
reached after 96yd., they then headed
towards the second shaft 105yd.
away which they reached on Dec.
2nd 1826. The same day the shaft
was completed to 40½yd. depth. By
this time a total of 252yd. of repaired
and new sough was completed. Work
continued;

“heading to third shaft, 143yd.
completed March 19th, 1827 (third
shaft 40yd. completed March
24th)

heading to fourth shaft, 129yd.
completed Aug. 11th, 1827 (fourth
shaft 42yd., completed May
19th)”.

From here the work pattern changed,
they headed towards fifth and sixth
shafts simultaneously probably due
to problems with flooding. In fact
from here things did not go well.

They spent one month winding water
at No.6 shaft before they could head
for No.7 shaft where after 94yd. a
geological fault (Bradley Fault?) was
struck and work was stopped. Then
No.8 shaft was sunk on the deep side
of the Fault to 58yd. depth (cost £87-
17-6d) and the heading completed.

The sough so far had taken 30
months (May 1826 to Nov. 1828) with
1,269yd. of heading (cost £1925-11-
8d) and 304.5yd. shaft sinking (cost
£423-0-3d) completed.

From Nov. 29th 1828 to Aug. 8th 1829
Isaac Shepherd and Co were
“heading and arching north and
south from No.8 pit, by the side of
the Swamp (fault), to release the
water out of the Deep” (seam
workings on deep side), a total of
234yd. heading and arching costing
£168-13-3d.

The book also records that one day,
July 25th 1829, had been spent
dialling the above level “in Mr.
Dawes Barn Field” by the side of the
Swamp (Fault). The Barn and
Barnyard pits were later to be in this
area. During this time mining had
been going on actually under the
level in the Top Coal Seam so that

from Aug. 28th 1829 to Aug. 3rd 1883
Isaac Shepherd and Co. had to be
employed “Ripping and arching and
repairing the same levels, it being
sunk under by getting the Top
Coal”. 691yd. of repair cost £308-12-
10d. Work underneath continued so
that the repair had to be done “for a
second time”. 476yd. of further work
cost £154-6-6d.

From April 16th 1831 to July 9th 1836
the contractors were put to other
work driving a heading across the
measures from No.4 shaft to the
Engine Pit near Lodge Furnace
Hearths.  This was done in the
normal manner:

       Shaft
       depth

to First Shaft 170yd. 45yd.
to Second Shaft 173yd. 52yd.
to the Engine Pit   96yd.
       heading 439yd.

Sinking 97yd.
Total costs       £450-0-10d.  £129-19-1d.

(Including horsewinding)

The actual positions of the above
shafts are not known for sure but
several old miners have indicated
various shafts as connections to the
Day Level.

The principal shaft is said to be on
Albion Mound opposite the Albion
Inn near Mumpton Hill (about SJ 701
099) the old Level goes north from
here and a newer one goes
southwards.

To the north the main shafts were
described as;
The Nabb, by the last bungalow

(C.R.Nicholls - former Director of
the Lilleshall Company) - back of
O.A.P.s bungalows above
Lincoln Road.

By Shaws Engine House, bottom of
the Incline (near Smiths Engine)

Left of path leading to Oakworth’s
Factory.

Branch to Waxhill Barracks Pit as
described in foregoing
paragraphs.

Terminates at Central Ordnance
Depot (behind Telephone
Exchange).

To be continued in the next Below …

Some Notes on the Mines of the Lilleshall Company, No.13
Addendum 2: Day Level Sough and Shafts, continued ...
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What the Papers Said - Wellington Journal & Shrewsbury News
submitted by Steve Dewhirst

and employed, should go a long way towards
stamping out the bitterness that has of late years
been engendered in some quarters in the dealings
between masters and men, and which has been at
the root of most of the misunderstandings that
unfortunately have arisen in the past.

30th September 1911

HORRIBLE DEATH OF A MINER AT
MADELEY.

Yesterday week Mr. F. H. Potts, borough coroner,
held an inquest at the Aqueduct on the body of
William Bradley, who was killed on the previous
Thursday.

William Bradley, sen., said he was father of the
deceased, who was 27 years of age, and was a
mine-wheeler at the Madeley Court Furnaces. On
Thursday morning he went to work about twenty
minutes to six o'clock, and about an hour
afterwards he was informed that his son was
buried.

Joseph Steadman said he was working close against
the deceased, getting slack out for the furnaces.
Deceased was getting the mine from the bank.
About half-past six o'clock Bradley was sitting in
his barrow near the bank, and asked witness if he
would take a rake to the blacksmith's shop. Witness
replied he would, and in a minute after a large
portion of the mine fell and buried deceased. He
never heard him speak. Witness made an alarm,
and several came on the scene, but were an hour
before they extricated deceased, who was badly
burnt.

Isaac Hart, mine-wheeler, Aqueduct, said he was
working with the deceased, wheeling mine from
the bank to the furnaces. He was 10 yards away
from the deceased when the lump dropped. It
was about 15 tons. The mine was hot, and deceased
was badly burnt about the arms, hands, and head.
He helped to take him to his home.

The Coroner was of opinion that no one was to
blame, and the jury returned a verdict of
“Accidentally crushed to death by the fall of a
lump of mine.”

29th September 1900

THE MINER'S IDEAL
It must have been exceedingly gratifying to all
concerned to recognise the note of harmony and
the spirit of good-fellowship that prevailed among
the Shropshire miners assembled at Oakengates
on Monday. All their erstwhile bickerings and
disputes, to which we had become so accustomed,
appeared forgotten or lulled to rest for the moment,
and good-natured badinage was exchanged where
good-natured words had hitherto unfortunately
been too common. This was as it should be, for
the gathering was designedly of a convivial character
and one from which all exhibition of petty
wrangling was properly excluded.

The sight of a thousand miners sitting down
together in comradeship to an appetising collation
is something seldom witnessed in the county; but
so successful were Monday's proceedings that
these gatherings promise to recur at frequent
intervals in the future. The function was not
limited to the satisfying of the gastronomic appetite,
for there was also a mental feast provided for the
men in the form of an encouraging address from
Mr. Enoch Edwards, M.P., the president of the
Miners' Federation of Great Britain. What Mr.
Edwards does not know about miners, their
rights and wrongs, may be regarded as of little
moment; what he does know is of the first
importance, and what he told the men on Monday
should prove of the greatest value to them.

He incidentally instanced what the Miners'
Federation had succeeded in persuading successive
Governments to do for them, particularly in the
matter of alterations of hours and conditions of
labour to compensate the men more adequately
for the many disadvantages they suffer by the
nature of their work. He summed up the objects
of the Miners' Federation as an attempt to make
the motherland, so far as the miners were
concerned, a happier, nobler, and better place to
live in. And in that attempt, he said, he could not
conceive anything which should cause them to
falter, as they were seeking not the ruin or
destruction of anybody, but that the men who
risked all that they had for the good of the country
should, with their wives and families, be well and
amply fed.

An address so broadminded as was that of the
president of the federation, so fair both to employer
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Actually, the idea of a funicular
railway up the Fløyen mountain
behind the Norwegian city of Bergen
does date from 1895 but it was not
actually completed until the
beginning of 1918.  It remains the
only such railway in Scandinavia.

Prior to commencing a successful,
boat trip up the Norwegian coast to
view the Northern Lights we had the
opportunity to take an early evening
ride 950 metres up the cableway to a
height of 320 metres. The views of
the city and harbour from the top are
spectacular.

The railway starts out underground
but mostly runs up a gently snaking
single track on the surface. There are
3 intermediate stations and a passing
place for the two carriages to cross.
The electric powerhouse and drive
for the single cable are at the top.

The two current cars, one red and
one blue, have stepped
accommodation and each have a
capacity of 100 passengers plus the
driver. However, the original oiled
teak and partly open cars holding 65
persons lasted 36 years before
replacement in 1954 and again in 1974
(80 people). The entrance tunnel to
the lower station is lined with
fascinating photos of the
construction of the system and the
various updates.

Fløibanen – an 1895 incline still in use
Andy Wood

Above: The funicular base
station in Bergen.

Right: View up the incline
from the end of the tracks.

Right: View down the
incline from the top
viewing platform.

Below: The red carriage at the bottom base station.

Pictures: Andy Wood

Read more about the
Fløibanen on:

www.floibanen.com/history
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Shortwoods Coal Mine Drifts 9  & 10, Shropshire - Then and Now
Ivor Brown

The writer first visited this small
mining complex in 1955 and later in
that year guided a party of visitors
from a Methodist Youth Group on a
visit to the area1. He made many more
visits between then and 1970 when
the mine closed, gaining experience
for his mining career and sharing his
knowledge with the manager, Harry
Tarr. Some of the information gained
was published in a paper to the North
Staffs Branch of the Institute of
Mining Engineers in 1963. This paper
won the F.H.Wynne Prize2. Brief
copies of it have also been published
by the Peak District Mines Historical
Society3 and in a Thesis4.

The mine, a successor to many
similar workings, was at that time in
woodland. Due to this and the fact
that its principal seams were overlain
by very hard sandstone, it was
unworkable by opencast methods at
that time. The mine was operated by
the Brandlee Colliery Co. Ltd.,
principal owners J.A.Smallshaw and
G.W.Tarr under licence from the
NCB. The manager was Harry Tarr,
the deputy Mr. Owen followed by Jim
Hoof and up to about 30 workmen
were employed.

Shortwoods Mine adits Nos. 3 to 8
were abandoned in 1956 and new
adits 9 and 10 were opened to the
North of these although the area had
already been partially worked before.
The seams normally worked were

adjacent seams Two
Feet (36in thick), Best
(5in thick) and Randles
(14in) each separated by
a dirt band of 6 inch
thickness. This gives a
total working height of
67 inches, or 5ft. 7in.

The roof was a very
course sandstone and
the floor, about 1ft.
thick, of hard fireclay.
This was always lifted
(baited) to be used as
walling stone and to
give additional working
height. As the stalls
advanced only single
settings of a wooden bar with two
wooden props were used at about
5ft. intervals as temporary roof
supports. These were normally
removed for re-use when the side
walls were completely packed (see
pictures on page 12). The three coal
seams lie very close together in this
area, but the lower seams are much
thinner than normal. The top level of
the worked seams was only about
75ft. depth from surface.

Of the two main adits which were
used for access and ventilation, one
adit was used for haulage (10 cwt.
capacity tubs pulled by direct rope
“Pikrose” hauler) the other for access
and ventilation with a fan. This was
only used infrequently as the mine

had good natural
ventilation which was
supplemented by old
open mine shafts
although blackdamp
could be a problem.

In the adapted form of
pillar and stall method of
working used the
advancing stalls were
undercut over a 12 ft.
width with 4.5ft. depth
by a Siskol Arcwall
Shearer. The face was
then bored and fired
using Polar-Ammon
gelignite explosive.

10cwt capacity tubs on the loading ramp, 1967.
(Ken Lock)

Tubs on the loading ramp with chute to the bins
on the right, 1967.                                       (Ken Lock)

Entrance to Adit No.10, 1967.
(Ivor Brown)

Men working at the screens.
Note the use of ‘franks’ to separate
the lumps from cobbles, 1967.

(Ivor Brown)

The fragmented coal was loaded by
hand shovel into wooden tubs then
hand-pushed to the main tunnel from
where it was winched to surface
using the electric Pikrose haulers (see
plan). The mine produced about 200
tons of coal per week.
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Shortwoods Coal Mine Drifts 9  & 10, Shropshire - Then and Now
continued ...

Manager Harry Tarr (on right) underground at
Shortwoods Mine, 1964. Note: The carbide lamp.

(Ivor Brown)

Below: Shortwoods Mine Underground - miner at snap-
time, 1964. Note: The support behind the miner is similar
to those photographed by Richard Hewer recently.

(Ivor Brown)

Hoppers below the screens and
loading point for lorries, 1967.

(Ivor Brown)

Above: Salvaging Shortwoods Mine in 1970.
     (Ivor Brown)

Left: Ramp to the tipping point for tubs with
screens on the right, 1967.                       (Ivor Brown)
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On one particular visit, April 19th
1961, the writer noted the staffing to
be as follows; Manager H.Tarr,
Deputy/shotfirer Mr.Owen, 5
headers, 4 cutter men, 3 baiters
(lifting floor and packing walls), 5
men on underground haulage, 1
mechanic and 1 electrician. There
were also 4 men on surface,
winching out, tipping tubs,
screening and loading into hoppers.
After primary screening the fines

out ‘loaders’ then  separated lumps
from cobbles using ‘franks’ (multi-
pronged forks), see lower photo, p10.

When visiting the mine for the last
time on 24th March 1970, Mr. Tarr
told the writer that the mine had not
been profitable for the last 4 years,
they had spent 18 months searching
for the Little Flint Seam (below the
worked seams), but could not find
any remaining coal. He said he had

given the last 8 men notices on 2nd
February and all operations stopped
on 27th February 1970.

Within a few weeks the mine was
salvaged and the writer collected the
following items for preservation; 1
powder tin, 1 detonator case, 1 notice
board, 2 report books (one electrical,
one mechanical), 1 log book for
electrical tests, 1 airway examination
record book (1937-57) and one book

Shortwoods Coal Mine Drifts 9  & 10, Shropshire - Then and Now
continued ...
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of “Sales” notes from nearby Field
Mine. Later he was given 2 electric
inspection lamps, 2 flame safety
lamps, 2 carbide lamps and several
old mine plans. Most of these items
have been given to the IGMT, the
County Record Office and the
County Library.

Over the past few years there has
been much discussion on open
casting the mine area, a relatively
easy task with modern machinery,
and permission was finally obtained.

This saga is well known, particularly
as it involved the removal of human
troglodytes from some of the
cavities. Opencasting is now
underway with good productivity
and plenty of evidence of old
workings (see below).

Shortwoods Coal Mine Drifts 9  & 10, Shropshire - Then and Now
continued ...

Visitors have been welcomed by
views not seen for over 40 years!
Some of the workings have survived
in excellent condition but the old
miners did not apparently leave many
artefacts.

The writer is grateful for all the
kindliness shown by all the mineral
operators in this area, both past and
present.

Special Thanks to
Simon Wood and Bert Robertson of
UK Coal, Huntington Lane Open
Cast Pit for kindly showing various
Club members around and to Richard
Hewer for giving permission to
reproduce his pictures of the exposed
underground workings (below).

Reference Items by IJB
1. Some small mines in the

Coalbrookdale Area 1950-70,
SCMC Journal No.7, 2000.

2. The Mineral Wealth of
Coalbrookdale, 1964 paper to
North Staffs Inst. Mining
Engineers, Wynne Prize
competition.

3. The Mineral Wealth of
Coalbrookdale, Supplementary
Notes, 1966, Bulletin PDMHS,
Vol.3 No.2, December 1966, pages
127-128.

4. Mineral Working & Land
Reclamation in the Coalbrookdale
Coalfield, PhD Thesis, University
of Leicester, 1975, pages 89-92.

5. Pictures of surface operations can
be found in “The Mines of
Shropshire”, Landmark 1974 and
“East Shropshire Coalfields”,
Tempus 1999, both by I.J.Brown.

Above: The exposed workings of Shortwoods Colliery in
the quarry face.                                      (Richard Hewer)

Above: The exposed workings still partly flooded.
(Richard Hewer)

Below: The haulage road heading North.
(Richard Hewer)

Below: The haulage road in the direction of New Works
Lane.                                                            (Richard Hewer)

Shortwoods Underground Workings Exposed by Recent Open Cast Work
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There has recently been discussion
at club meetings about the
deterioration of the trucks on the 40
yard level at Snailbeach. As a result
of this, it has become apparent that it
would be useful to make a record of
all artefacts along the level, by means
of photographs and/or measured
drawings and also record their
current positions.

The resulting information can then be
deposited in the Historic
Environment Record held by
Shropshire Council, where it will be
accessible to future researchers, as
well as a copy being kept in the club
library. Of course, there will also be
reports in Below.

As club conservation officer, I have
been asked to co-ordinate the
project.

The nature of the recording will
depend very much on the nature of
the artefacts. For many objects, like
the fork or the shothole stemmers,
one or two photos with scale bars
will suffice, accompanied by a note of

the principle dimensions and an
indication of their approximate
position on the existing survey that
we have of the level.

For the trucks, Ian Cooper has
already started work on producing a
set of measured drawings which will
allow us to build accurate replicas, if
this is thought necessary. More
importantly, they provide a very
detailed record of the trucks. These
are already showing us interesting
details of their construction; the
journals of the axles have been
turned on a lathe, suggesting that the
wheelsets must have come from one
of the better suppliers.

I am happy to collect copies of any
photographs, notes or sketches and
use them to produce drawings and to
write the final report (although I
would also be quite happy to accept
measured drawings from anyone who
wants to make their own!).

Ultimately, it would be good to
extend the survey to include making
records not just of the artefacts but
of all evidence for forming working.
This would involve taking
photographs of features ranging from
shot holes to stopes and marking
them on a plan of the level. It would
also be interesting to collect copies
of previously taken photographs of
objects in the levels, to give evidence
for how (if at all) their condition has
changed.

I anticipate that survey dates will be
circulated through the trips list;
having checked with the regulars, I
am hopeful that a lot can be achieved
via routine visits on Wednesday
evenings to the level. I can be
contacted via email:

D.R.Poyner@aston.ac.uk

The 40 yard Survey Project
David Poyner

Some examples of the artefacts on
the 40 yard level. Clockwise:

The Powder flask on the work bench
in the workshop.

The ‘Frank’ (fork) and shothole
cleaning tools.

Enamel flask with cork - once had a
small cup on top.

A rare stemple measuring stick,
lying on top of a sieve or grading
screen (it is thought that sorting of
the ore took place near here in
the 1920s, with waste being
thrown down the stopes to lower
levels). Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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Zambia Seizes
Chinese-owned Mine
The Zambian government has taken
over the running of the Chinese-
owned Collum Coal mine after
revoking its licence.

China has invested more than $2bn in
the Zambian mining industry and
according to Beijing, China has
created 50,000 jobs in Zambia, with
trade between the two countries
reaching $3.5bn in 2011.

However the Zambian Mining
Minister claims that the mine had a
poor safety, health and
environmental record and
consistently failed to provide
employees with approved personal
protective equipment. Further
claiming that the mine did not have
emergency medical treatment
facilities such as ambulances or a
first-aid station underground.

As well as the safety issues, the
Zambian Government say that the
company has failed to pay royalties
or properly declare how much coal
was produced.

Collum Coal mine has been at the
centre of controversy before. In 2012
a Zambian miner was charged with
the murder of a Chinese supervisor
and in 2010, Chinese managers were
accused of firing on protesting
miners.

News Reports, 20th Feb. 2013

Caver Dies, 2 Injured when Car Falls into Cave!
In a freak accident, one caver was
killed and two others injured after
their car fell into the cave they were
descending.

About 5:00 pm on Saturday January
19th, Crimea Mountain Rescue were
called to an accident involving five
cavers and a car at Monastery
Chokrack Cave in Ukraine’s Karabi –
Yayla massif.

It seems that a group of five cavers
(three men and two women) were
descending the 80 metre (262 foot)
deep vertical entrance pitch of the
cave. Two of the men had reached
the bottom, while a 26 year-old
woman had descended about 60-65
metres (197-213 feet). The team leader
had reached a depth of 20 metres (65
feet) with a 20 year-old woman at
about 10 metres (33 feet) down, when
for some unknown reason, their
vehicle, an Opel Frontera, fell into the
cave.

The falling vehicle appears to have
broken the main rope, causing the
team leader and 26 year-old woman to
fall to the bottom of the pitch.
Although injured by the falling
vehicle the 20 year-old managed to
climb to the surface and raise the
alarm.

At the surface the cave entrance is
only 4 metres (13 feet) across, but
luckily it gets wider and the two
cavers at the bottom were not hit by
the falling vehicle.

Due to the mountainous terrain it
took rescuers several hours to reach
the site. Just after 9:00 pm rescuers
along with a doctor were able to
descend the cave. They reported that
the team leader had not survived the
60 metre (196 foot) fall, while the
woman who fell 15 to 20 metres (49-66
feet) was in a serious condition. In
addition the rescuers were concerned
about the danger of fire from the fuel
that had leaked all over the cave from
the damaged vehicle.

The two uninjured men were brought
to the surface, followed just after
midnight by the injured woman who
was then taken to hospital via
ambulance with serious injuries to
her pelvis and shoulder.

Eventually, around 7:00 am on
Sunday, the body of the team leader
was winched to the surface.

An investigation into the incident is
now underway.

More details can be found on the Caving News web site:

cavingnews.com/20130122-caver-dies-others-injured-after-vehicle-falls-
into-cave-crimea

Roman Settlement Found in Flintshire

construction firm Anwyl and the
Welsh heritage body Cadw.

Archaeologists believed that there
were Roman settlements in the area
and archaeological work had taken
place on the site but nothing had
been found.

However, metal detectors have since
turned up large quantities of lead,
while other finds included high
quality Samian ware pottery (dating
back some 1,800 years), made in
France, and exported all over the
Roman Empire.

It is thought that the site was used to
process lead and silver from Halkyn
Mountain, producing lead ingots and
pigs which were probably sent to
Chester for use in the building trade
for pipes and roofing.

Nothing had been found in this area
before, but there is clear evidence of
a settlement with buildings either
side of the uncovered Roman road. In
one of the structures a lead-rivet
repaired ‘orangeware’ vessel was
found.

News Reports, 2nd Feb. 2013

A substantial Roman settlement has
been uncovered during work on the
major building development - Croes
Atti project near Flint in Flintshire.

As groundwork began on the 180
house scheme on the 2nd February
(2013) and workmen started to strip
the top soil away a section of Roman
road, pottery and evidence of an
industrial complex processing lead
and silver mined at nearby Halkyn
Mountain was unearthed.

A three-week exploration of the site
is now under way, funded by the

News Round-Up 2
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Letters to the Editor

“Lump Manager” at Granville Colliery

Library - Follow Up
Thanks to the Editor for an
opportunity to respond to Ivor’s
letter and thanks to Ivor for raising
the topic in discussion. There has so
far been no ‘club policy’ on what
items to retain or dispose of in the
club library but I have brought a
selection of items to recent club
meetings for their collective decision.
At the start of this process the club
library was in excess of 27 feet of
shelf space (my estimate is about 33
feet). At one time, the library was
held at Newport Library but after
they required removal from there it
has resided in a variety of lofts until
being well organised at premises in
the West Midlands but when that
location was lost. It was only myself
that appeared to be able to provide
sufficient space and I can only do
that in Liverpool. I have given notice
of a couple of years of the need to
move it again and frankly I do not
think anybody is willing or capable of
providing the space to lodge the
library as it was. Most of the items
brought to club meetings have really
required little thought before
disposal – I did think a different
attitude might apply to the PDMHS
publications but I was wrong. There
are many difficult decisions ahead
with respect to the library but if we
are unable to reduce the library to a

small fraction of its current size, I
suspect that it will need to go
entirely. For the occasional items of
Shropshire interest in publications
such as those from PDMHS, the
obvious solution appears to be to
seek the authors permission to scan
and to retain the copies
electronically.

I am bringing items to the attention of
the club to decide on retention or
disposal. I am not offering to contact
authors or providers of items; I am
not offering to carry out scanning
myself and I am not offering to sell
items on behalf of the club.
Publications identified for disposal
will simply be binned if nothing else
happens. At the end of the process,
the retained items will need to be
binned or dumped on somebody
unless another home is found – my
hope is that we get the library down
to a size that one or two members can
handle it in the future. Shropshire
Archives maybe prepared to take
items of specific Shropshire interest
but again I am not volunteering to
contact them myself. The decisions
are for the club collectively – so are
actions and the consequences.

Steve Holding
Librarian by default

as Madeley Wood.

The lump coal was needed for steam
raising in industry and railway locos
and for domestic use. From about
1960 however, these markets were
collapsing, steam engines were being
phased out, heating in homes and
hospitals was being converted to gas
and oil.

For a few months there was an
attempt to stop this fall in income by
increasing the percentage of premium
coal to hold the market and a person
was appointed at each pit where this
market was important for survival.
Madeley Wood was such a pit where
the writer was appointed.

Everything was done to increase the
supply of large coal by education of
the men and by technical means (well
maintained conveyors, chutes and
loading elevators for example) but the
market collapsed.

The alternative as at Granville was to
increase the volume of small coal to
maintain the same income or lower
costs of production. Madeley Wood
tried this by, among other means,
adding crushed dirt to the coal in a
homogenising tower. Because the
coal was so clean as run of mine, this
produced more material which was
within the power station “ash” limits.
For more information see Club
Account No.26 pages 33 and 36.

Ivor Brown

Club Library
The Club seems to have decided to
dispose of its library except for its
own publications. However among
the other items there are many items
of Shropshire mining interest. For
example in the publications of
PDMHS there are at least 22
substantial articles in its journal
“Mining History” (& predecessors) –
if the Club has the complete run of 93
issues, the shelf length is 27 inches.
Similarly NMRS journal (“British
Mining”) has 13 Shropshire articles
in 93 issues -shelf length also 27”.

It has been said that all the PDMHS
publications are now on the internet;
this is not true since only the articles
for which permission was given some
6 years ago are there. It is known that
at present less than half the
Shropshire articles are available in
this manner.

The decision above therefore needs
further consideration since if the
Club copies become unavailable no
other sets are known for members
use in the County. For information
and references a list of most of the
articles has been produced by the
writer and is available from the Editor.
It should be noted that only topics
are indicated in the list, the full titles
are not given.

Ivor Brown

Answer to the query in the last issue
of Below. It is unlikely that such a
person was appointed. A “Lump
Manager” or more correctly “Large
Coal Officer” was appointed for a few
months in the 1960s at collieries
where it was thought that “large”
coal production was more
appropriate than “small” coal
production. “Large” coal (lumps of
cobble size and upwards) was of
higher value per ton than “small”
slack (£9 per ton against about £5 per
ton), almost twice as much.

“Large” coal was produced at pits
which had clean, thin seams where it
was hand-loaded and machine
loading could not be practiced such
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Letter to the Editor - Re: Items in Below 2012.4

What the paper Said, p11.
The correspondents name on the
1887 item drew my attention. I already
knew that Nemo was latin for
‘nobody’, so I looked up Aliquis - it's
‘somebody’. Chuckle?

Limestone Records, p2.
I’d be interested to know more about
what Wardell Armstrong found out
about the Little Wenlock limestone
mines.  I did some research on these
c.1977, though never got around to
writing it up, and Stuart Walker and I
got into 2, but not extensive.

The main workings were flooded, and
possibly some of it was worked out
to surface in later days - there's a big
hole in the woods.

John Heathcote

Ram Pumps, p13.
I read with interest the article about
Hydraulic Ram Pumps in Below
2012.4. (must have missed the
original)

I came across a good example of
these a few years ago during one of
my surveys Nr Pattingham, no longer
in use I am afraid, but a series of them
provided the estate water supply up
until the 1950’s I believe.

Grid reference: SO813973 Rudge Farm
Barns. Only the feeder pond and
some stone work survived along with
partially buried bit of metal work. I am
pretty certain that, that area of the
site was going to be levelled /
landscaped so I expect it would be
buried completely now.

I believe there is still one working
pump just outside Shropshire at
Errdig, the National Trust place near
Wrexham. (I think that’s were I saw it
a few years ago) There is no mention
in their online description of the
place, but then again unlikely to be
published as a tourist item.

I very occasionally come across them
at various farms, I will make sure I
make a note of the older ones in
future. (I have come across a couple
of new ones in recent years because
they have no running costs.)

Regards, John Morgan

Little Wenlock Limestone Mines
As a follow-up to the item on p2 of
Below 2012.4 and John Heathcote’s
letter (left), Stuart Walker has sent in

the following pictures he took in the
Little Wenlock Limestone mines in
the late 1970s.

Pictures: Stuart Walker
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F.o.D. Northern United
Development
Plans to regenerate the Northern
United Colliery site in Cinderford
have been given the go-ahead, but
with conditions. The developers
must sign a legal agreement to look
after protected species in the area
before work starts.

Wildlife experts have said they will
ask the Secretary of State to “call in”
the decision as the area is home to
three protected species; dormice,
bats and great crested newts. But the
government agency behind the plans
said it was spending £50,000 to
protect the wildlife habitats. Last year
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust
objected to the regeneration plans
after the former colliery was
designated a Key Wildlife Site.

The colliery, which closed in 1965, is
owned by the Homes and
Communities Agency (HCA) and was
one of four ‘priority investment
areas’ identified by the Cinderford
Regeneration Board.
The plans are to turn the old mine
into 11,000 sq m of office and
employment space. A similar project
to create 2,800 sq m of office space at
Forest Vale Industrial Park has also
been approved. The HCA said the
plans would bring some 300 jobs and
£11m investment into the Forest.

BBC News Reports, 12th Feb. 2013

Dartmoor Bronze Age Discovery
Tin beads have been found in a
bronze age grave on White Horse
Hill. Archaeologists are claiming it as
a rare and “amazing” discovery and
“the most significant find on
Dartmoor”.

The granite cist was found in a peat
bog, in 2011, however when
archaeologists finally opened it, it
was found to contain an intact
cremation deposit [human bones]
alongside a number of grave goods
dating back 4,000 years. These are
the first organic remains found on the
moor, normally the acidic soil causes
organic items to rot away.

Amongst the items found inside the
grave was an animal pelt, containing
a delicate bracelet studded with 150
tin beads, a textile fragment with

detailed leather fringing and a woven
bag. Inside the bag an ear stud or
libret found while it was being
examined at the Wiltshire
Conservation Lab. These are
believed to be the only ones
discovered in the South West at
excavations of this period.

The discovery of the White Horse
Hill cist has increased the number of
bronze age beads found on Dartmoor
from eight to more than 150,
including two amber beads.

Despite there being about 5,000
remnants of buildings and 200 burial
cists on Dartmoor, the moor has
offered up few of its secrets. This is
mainly due to robbing, either of the
granite slabs and stones or the
artefacts.

BBC News 18th Feb. 2013

Lesser Known Mines of The
Cannock Chase Coalfield
A new volume from the Cannock
Chase Society. A4, SB,  Mick Drury.
Mick has spent many years carrying
out details research on these long
forgotten mines, the book will as ever
include, photos, maps and plans.
Price:  £12.00 + P&P

The Alderley Edge Mines
I'm pleased to advise the new book
on the Alderley Edges Mines by
Nigel Dibben and Chris Carlon, has
just arrived. Its in full colour with
most of the modern photos provided
by Paul Deakin, the UK’s  leading
underground Photographer. There
are mine plans and with one
exception are also in colour which
allows the reader to understand the
various levels and layers of the
mines.

Anyone who has visited the mines
I'm sure will want to obtain a copy.
A5, 184pages, £12.00 + P&P.

Available from Mike Moore

News and Books

Celestine, One of the Old
Mineral Industries of Yate
Harry Lane and David Hardwick, A4,
26pp - £5.00 + P&P
This book documents the history of
Celestine Mining in South
Gloucestershire. Although only
“small scale” (a maximum of about 25
workers), at one time it was providing
over 95% of the world’s Celestine
(Strontium Sulphate).

Harry Lane’s research which was
intended as a chapter in a book about
the Yate Mineral industry has been
updated and added to by David
Hardwick, giving details from the
start to the end of this mining. In
addition to colour front and rear
covers. Inside there are photos, maps
and letters showing the extent and
history of the workings

See:     www.moorebooks.co.uk

Railways before George
Stephenson

A Study of Waggonways in the Great
Northern Coalfield 1605 - 1830
This book traces the development of
the world’s first network of railways;
the lines which served the Great
Northern Coalfield during the two
hundred years before Stephenson
drove ‘Locomotion’ through
Darlington. It is a valuable piece of
research into an area of railway
history of international importance
and is essential reading for all railway
enthusiasts. There is also much
within these pages for those with a
general interest in the history of the
North East of England for the
development of the railway and the
locomotive were amongst the
region’s finest achievements.

The book comprises 200 pages with
detailed maps of the waggonways,
transposed transposition onto
modern mapping for the first time.
Les Turnbull is a graduate of Durham
University and Newcastle University.
He is a Member of the North of
England Institute of Mining and
Mechanical Engineers.

Price: £17.50 + P&P

Available from Mike Moore
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Books, Videos and Talks

HISTORIC MINES OF SPAIN VOL.2

full details available at:
www.iarecordings.org

EXPLORING THE MINES OF SIERRA MINERA AND MAZARRÓN

In April 2008, the Club visited the
Sierra Minera region of Murcia in
Spain to see some of the vast range
of ancient and modern mines which
survive so well in the area. At scores
of sites, flat-rope winders stand
beside intact steel or wooden
headframes over extremely deep open
shafts! The footage in this recording
is a compilation of the many sites
visited, along with location maps and
captions - it has no commentary, but
there is incidental dialogue in
Spanish and English.

Las Matildes mining museum near La
Unión, is where the Fundación Sierra
Minera  preserves and exhibits a wide
variety of mines, buildings and
equipment. Later we visited the
picturesque ruins in the Rambla del
Avenque and at Portman we explored
part of the large elaborate processing
mill Lavadero Roberto.

At La Union, we toured the work
being done to convert Agrupa
Vicenta into a show mine, then
followed the "33 Road" mine track
over the mountain through Roman
mining remains and past
manganese kilns to Portman Bay.
At Corta Emilia we were given
permission to examine a unique
donkey gin.

Cabezo Rajado - the "Riven Hill"
has been mined for hundreds of
years and still has plenty to show:
450m deep shafts, ornate steel
headframes, a flat rope winder, a
large mill containing 40 wooden
flotation cells and a ball mill.
The winder at Mina Ocasión, La
Union, has both its flat ropes still
in good condition.

At El Lirio, levels with wooden pit
props lead to an underground
stables. Other sites visited include:
Corta Brunita opencast, La Parreta,
Lavadero San Ignacio, Jose Maestre
tunnel and more ...

Mazarrón west of Cartagena is an
ochre-red zone of rich lead and silver,
mined before the Romans. The hill is
cut by open stopes and dotted with
open shafts; many with headframes
of stone, wood or steel. Under a
wooden building, a steam winder still
has its flat ropes connected to a
wooden headframe.

Running time: 1 hour 42 minutes

Price: £14. 40 (High Definition Blu-ray
version £18.00)
Discounted price for Club members:
£ 10 (£14 for Blu-ray) - if you collect
e.g. at Club Meetings.

The Lead, Copper & Barytes
Mines of Shropshire

By Michael Shaw, Logaston press.

While SCMC publications have often
carried articles about the various
mines covered by this book, there
has long been a need to try and pull
everything together into a coherent
publication. In this aim Mike Shaw
has been very successful.

He has spent years researching
records and books, talking to
surviving miners, members of their
families, SCMC members and tracking
down original documents and the
sites of numerous mines - many of
which only lasted a year or two!

The first few chapters cover the early
mining history of Shropshire, the
products and processes, before
delving off into the different mining
areas and covering the mines in more
detail, so it will have general appeal.

There are plenty of interesting
snippets and facts to keep
‘enthusiasts’ engaged. This excellent
publication is a must for anyone
interested in Shropshire’s mining
history.

ISBN: 978-906663-09-4
Softback, 320 pages, over 200 b&w
photographs, drawings and plans.
Price £12.95.

Available from Mike Moore at Club
meetings, or online at

www.moorebooks.co.uk

Pit Profiles, Re-Profiled

An absorbing and thought-
provoking exhibition of miners’
portraits and their personal stories.

The paintings by H.Andrew Freeth
feature a number of Shropshire
miners, including Sam Cuckson and 3
miners from Highley.

The paintings are accompanied by
contemporary photographs by
Anton Want.

This FREE exhibition runs from
Friday 21st June to 31st December,
Monday to Friday in the
Coalbrookdale Gallery.
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Diary Dates
2013

Club Officers

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  www.shropshirecmc.org.uk

9th March: BCRA Cave Science
Symposium, Environmental Science
Centre, British Geological Survey,
Keyworth, Nottingham.

www.bcra.org.uk

31st March: Columns Open Day,
Ogof Ffynnon Ddu.

20th & 21st April: BCRA Cave
Technology Symposium, South
Wales.

27th April: YGS one day event
“Geology & Mineral Resources of
Yorkshire - Revisited” at NCMME.

18th May: NAMHO one day
conference on “The Archaeology of
Mining and Quarrying in England” at
NCMME (see page 22).

17th - 20th May: Millau 2013, 8th
EuroSpeleo Forum, Millau, France.

14th - 16th June: BCA AGM
weekend, Rotary Centre, Castleton.

28th June - 1st July: NAMHO
Conference, Aberystwyth.

21st-28th July: 16th International
Congress of Speleology, Brno, Czech
Republic.

September: Hidden Earth, National
Caving Conference. Details will
appear on their web site:

hidden-earth.org.uk

The Perils of Playing with Artefacts ...
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Hey look old candles! the fat one looksodd - covered in
paper !

it still works!

- a bit fizzy tho! aa A A A !!!
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